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IAEA RECEIVES MORE EVIDENCE IRAN NUKE PROGRAM MILITARY
June 6, 2011 The Jerusalem Post reported: “The UN atomic watchdog has received further information regarding activities that ‘seem to
point to the existence’ of possible military dimensions to Iran's nuclear program, the agency's head said on Monday.
‘There are indications that certain of these activities may have continued until recently,’ Yukiya Amano, director general of the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), said in a speech to the agency's 35-nation governing board.
Amano's statement underlined the UN body's concern that the Islamic Republic may be working to develop a nuclear-armed missile. Tehran
rejects such suspicions, saying its nuclear program has only civilian aims, mainly generating electricity.
Amano did not disclose the source of the new information.
For several years, the IAEA has been investigating Western intelligence reports indicating Iran had coordinated efforts to process uranium,
test explosives at high altitude and revamp a ballistic missile cone so it can take a nuclear warhead.
Amano said he had written last month to the head of Iran's Atomic Energy Organization, Fereydoun Abbasi-Davani, ‘reiterating the agency's
concerns about the existence of possible military dimensions.’
He had also asked for Iran to ‘provide prompt access’ to locations, equipment, documentation and officials to help clarify the agency's
queries…”
ISRAELI DEFENSE MINISTER: SYRIAN REGIME DOOMED
June 6, 2011 The Associated Press reported: “Israel's defense minister says the regime of Syrian President Bashar Assad is doomed. Ehud
Barak says Assad, who has launched a deadly crackdown on the Syrian opposition, has lost his legitimacy.
Barak told Israel Radio on Monday that the Syrian president might be able to hang on for several months, but will be severely weakened until
he is eventually ousted. Barak says: "I think Assad will fall."
He added that in the current unstable environment, there is no prospect for renewing the moribund Israeli-Syrian peacemaking. The Israeli
defense minister said he believes leaders of Yemen and Libya will also be toppled.”
CHINA GENETICALLY MODIFYING COWS TO PRODUCE HUMAN BREAST MILK
June 8, 2011 myfoxny.com reported: “Chinese scientists have genetically modified dairy cows to produce human breast milk, and hope to be
selling it in supermarkets within three years. The milk produced by the transgenic cows is identical to the human variety, with the same
immune-boosting and antibacterial qualities as breast milk, scientists at China's Agricultural University in Beijing said.
The transgenic herd of 300 was bred by inserting human genes into cloned cow embryos which were then implanted into surrogate cows. The
technology used was similar to that used to produce Dolly the sheep, the first mammal to be cloned by scientists, in Scotland.
The milk is still undergoing safety tests, but with government permission it will be sold to consumers as a more nutritious dairy drink than
cow's milk. Workers at the university's dairy farm have already tasted the milk -- and said it is sweeter and stronger than the bovine variety,
according to Sky News .
"It's good," said worker Jiang Yao. "It's better for you because it's genetically modified."
The scientists have also produced animals that are resistant to mad cow disease, as well as beef cattle that are genetically modified to produce
more nutritious meat.
The director of the research project, Professor Li Ning, said Western concerns about the ethics of genetic modification are misplaced.
"There are 1.5 billion people in the world who don't get enough to eat," he said. "It's our duty to develop science and technology, not to hold
it back. We need to feed people first, before we consider ideals and convictions."
IRAN SENDS SUBMARINES TO RED SEA IN MOVE THAT COULD ANGER ISRAEL
June 7, 2011 Haaretz reports: “Iran has sent submarines to the Red Sea, the semi-official Fars news agency reported on Tuesday, citing an
unidentified source, in a move that could anger Israel.
‘Iranian military submarines entered the Red Sea waters with the goal of collecting information and identifying
other countries' combat vessels,’ Fars said.
It did not specify the number or type of vessels involved but said they were sailing alongside warships of the
Navy's 14th fleet. State-run Press TV said in May that the 14th fleet, comprised of two vessels, the Bandar Abbas
warship and Shahid Naqdi destroyer, had been sent to combat piracy in the Gulf of Aden.
‘The fleet entered the Gulf of Aden region in May and has now entered the Red Sea in the continuation of its mission,’ Fars said.
Two Iranian warships passed through the Suez Canal in February, the first such move since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, en route to Syria.

Tehran said the mission was one of ‘peace and friendship’ but Israel called it a ‘provocation’.”...”
CHINA WANTS TO CONSTRUCT A 50 SQUARE MILE SELF-SUSTAINING CITY SOUTH OF BOISE, IDAHO
June 8, 2011 endofamericandream.com reported: “Thanks to the trillions of dollars that the Chinese have made flooding our shores with cheap
products, China is now in a position of tremendous economic power. So what is China going to do with all of that money? One thing that they
have decided to do is to buy up pieces of the United States and set up "special economic zones" inside our country from which they can
continue to extend their economic domination.
One of these "special economic zones" would be just south of Boise, Idaho and the Idaho government is eager to give it to them. China
National Machinery Industry Corporation (Sinomach for short) plans to construct a "technology zone" south of Boise Airport which would
ultimately be up to 50 square miles in size.
The Chinese Communist Party is the majority owner of Sinomach, so the 10,000 to 30,000 acre "self-sustaining city" that is being planned
would essentially belong to the Chinese government. The planned "self-sustaining city" in Idaho would include manufacturing facilities,
warehouses, retail centers and large numbers of homes for Chinese workers. Basically it would be a slice of communist China dropped right
into the middle of the United States.
According to the Idaho Statesman, the idea would be to build a self-contained city with all services included. It would be modeled after the
"special economic zones" that currently exist in China...If the Chinese have their way, we will soon be seeing these "special economic zones"
pop up all over the United States.”...”
EGYPT ACCEPTS MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD AS LEGAL PARTY
June 7, 2011 YnetNews.com reported: “Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood's political party was declared legal by Cairo Tuesday, the state news
agency MENA said. The achievement is the movement's first since its inception, eight decades ago. ‘The commission on
party affairs has given its approval for the formation of the Freedom and Justice Party,’ MENA said.
The Muslim Brotherhood was officially illegal but mostly tolerated during the rule of president Hosni Mubarak, ousted in a
popular revolt on February 11. It was set up in 1928 and an official ban imposed in 1954, over its suspected involvement in a
series of political assassinations in the 1950s, including an attempt on the life of Egypt's first republican president, Gamal
Abdal Nasser.
As the best-organized political movement in Egypt, the Brotherhood announced on April 30 the formation of a
‘non-theocratic party’ to contest up to half of parliament's seats in a September election. The Freedom and Justice Party announced last month
that it had almost 9,000 founding members. ”
CHINA SEEKS TO PLACATE NEIGHBOURS, DEMANDS RESPECT
June 5, 211 SpaceWar.com reported: “China on Sunday sought to ease fears about its military ambitions and demanded respect from the
international community as smaller neigbours accused it of behaving like a bully in the South China Sea.
Defence Minister Liang Guanglie told an annual security forum in Singapore that ‘democracy in international relations’ and respect for ‘each
other's core interests’ were necessary to ensure ‘lasting peace, harmony and stability’.
‘I know many people tend to believe that with the growth of China's economy, China will become a military threat,’ said Liang, the first
Chinese defence minister to attend the annual conference called the Shangri-La Dialogue.
‘I would like to say that it is not our option,’ he said, adding that China would never ‘seek hegemony’ or threaten any country.
Despite Liang's focus on respect and equality, his counterparts from the Philippines and Vietnam accused China of intimidating acts in the
disputed Spratly and Paracel island groups in the South China Sea.”...”
MINISTER URGES STRONGER UNITY AMONG MUSLIMS
June 5, 2011 The Fars News Agency reported : “Iranian Minister of Culture and Islamic Guidance Seyed Mohammad Hosseini called on the
world Muslim nations to utilize their commonalities to confront foreign interference in their internal affairs. Muslims in different parts of the
globe share many commonalties, which if are used effectively, they can prevent foreign intervention in their affairs and have better conditions,
Hosseini said, addressing a group of foreign guests here in Tehran on Saturday.
He also warned about the West's divisive plots, and stated that western media and news agencies are in constant efforts and use many ploys to
divide Muslims. The Iranian minister noted that Muslims should not pay the least attention to western propaganda and try to solve their
problems through unity and solidarity.
Iranian officials, including Supreme Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei, have repeatedly called on the
worldwide Muslims to enhance unity and solidarity to defuse enemy plots…”
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